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L.A. Mission and L.A. CADA Partnership
Bill Tarkanian, Director of Program Development
L.A. CADA has provided critical life-saving, healthy-living services in

hell are numerous agencies serving as angels to our most unfortu-

downtown Los Angeles, on Skid Row, for two decades. Recently,

nate, including L.A. CADA and the L.A. Mission.

L.A. CADA collaborated with the Los Angeles Mission (L.A.

Bill Tarkanian, L.A. CADA Director of Program Development,

Mission) to oﬀer 30 transitional living beds to L.A. CADA participants

attributes this collaboration to the agencies Executive Directors,

enrolled in Outpatient or Intensive Outpatient Treatment at its

Juan Navarro at L.A. CADA, and Herb Smith of the L.A. Mission.

facility at 470 East 3rd Street in downtown Los Angeles.

“Herb approached us with the opportunity, and Juan immediately

The L.A. Mission is one of the nation’s largest service providers

decided it needed to happen. Without their forward leaning lead-

to the homeless. Its motto is ”A mission without walls,” and in addi-

ership, commitment to their respective agencies, and the people

tion to emergency and transitional housing, the L.A. Mission pro-

and communities we serve, this doesn’t happen. Getting the County

vides its community with a full

on board to assist with funding

array of supportive services, in-

was the direct result of Juan’s and

cluding medical and dental care,

Herb’s vision. It’s very exciting.

access to legal services, educa-

My counterpart at the L.A. Mis-

tional and vocational services, and

sion, Steve Schultz, and I worked

other pro social activities.

out the logistical concerns, and

The collaboration between

what started as an aspiration has

these two great agencies resulted

become a reality, with the hope

in an innovative pilot program,

that it will serve as a model for

funded by the Los Angeles

others to replicate.”

Department of Public Health,

Los Angeles Mission

L.A. CADA currently has funding

operated by L.A. CADA, and hosted by the L.A. Mission. The dormi-

for approximately 150 homeless, substance abusing men and

tory includes 30 beds, with the possibility of expanding to 50 before

women, who are actively engaged in treatment, in the form of

the end of the year. The collaboration allows L.A. CADA @ L.A. Mis-

Recovery Bridge Housing (RBH), including the 30 beds at L.A.

sion participants to utilize all of the services at the L.A. Mission for

CADA at L.A. Mission. L.A. CADA has focused its eﬀorts on providing

up to six months, as long as they remain actively engaged in treat-

bridge housing to the most marginalized populations in Los Ange-

ment for their substance use or co-occurring disorders.

les County: the homeless, the formerly incarcerated, those living

In addition to treatment for substance abuse and/or mental

with HIV, and the LGBTQ.

health, L.A. CADA oﬀers each of the participants intensive case man-

According to Tarkanian, “L.A. CADA @ L.A. Mission is yet another

agement services, group and individual counseling, therapy, and

great example of how we can lift people out of sickness, poverty

other critical healthy living services required for a successful journey

and despair, and allow them to live a life of purpose and meaning

from active addiction to sustained recovery, and an impactful life

with dignity. We are very intentional about it and committed to

away from Los Angeles’ notorious Skid Row. Skid Row is approxi-

those existing on the margins, so that one day the margins are

mately 30 square blocks of abject poverty, with up to 10,000 home-

erased and we are all in the center, living to the fullest and being

less men, women and children at any time. In the midst of this living

the best we can be.”
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Dear Friends,
We hear so much about the devastation related to America’s opioid epidemic. Every night,
endlessly negative news reports document the syringes on our streets, precious lives lost,
and the increasing strain on first responders. Numerous lawsuits are being filed against
pharmaceutical companies–you know, the ones that assured the medical community that
patients could not become addicted to opioid pain relievers! It’s all true and important to
know. But I thought that you might also like to know some positive steps being taken
to fight the opioid problem here in our own neighborhoods.
First, L.A. CADA is authorized to provide naloxone HCl (brand name NARCAN®) in the event
of an opioid emergency or possible overdose. This nasal spray treatment can be administered
when an opioid user shows signs of breathing problems, severe sleepiness, or is unable to
respond; it has saved many lives nationwide. While naloxone doesn’t take the place of emergency medical care, the treatment can help a victim survive long enough to be taken to a
hospital. Contact us at (562) 906-2676 if we can help.
Our agency also provides evidence-based outpatient treatment for opioid use disorders. In
2018, L.A. CADA received a SAMHSA grant to deliver Medications Assisted Treatment (MAT).
In this program, our physicians help adults who are addicted to opioids via the use of FDAapproved medications in combination with counseling and behavioral therapies provided
by certified counselors. The National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) strongly supports the
use of MAT. Studies have demonstrated that it decreases opioid use, opioid-related overdose
deaths, and criminal activity, as well as the transmission of infectious disease. MAT also
improves social functioning and all-important retention in treatment.
And more good news: L.A. CADA has recently expanded the MAT "whole-patient" approach
to youth. In summer 2019, our agency was selected to receive one of twenty grants from the
California Department of Health Care Services to deliver MAT to youth ages 12–18, as well as
for transitional youth ages 18–24. MAT services for youth are still few and far between, and
L.A. CADA is fortunate to be able to offer this treatment locally.
It’s true that opioid addiction is the single greatest drug problem that our neighborhoods
have ever faced. It’s also true that our neighborhoods are being funded to fight back.
Yours truly,
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L.A. CADA to Hold 2019 Recognition Brunch
Lisa Berger, Principle, The Lisa Berger Group

The three words above exemplify the unique individuals who will be recognized on November 3, at the Los Angeles Centers for
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Recognition Brunch being held at the beautiful Friendly Hills Country Club in Whittier. Every year, L.A. CADA
honors supportive community members who help us achieve the agency mission: to save lives, unite families, and protect our community.
These individuals embody the community volunteer spirit as they work side-by-side with our staff to help disadvantaged women, men,
youth, and families recover from the devastation caused by alcohol, drug, and mental health challenges. Our honorees are:
JENNiFER LOPEz

L.A. County Department of Children and Family Services

DOUG HAUBERT

Long Beach City Prosecutor

NEAL WELLAND

Retired Fire Chief, City of Santa Fe Springs

Jennifer Lopez has devoted her life to uniting families through her work with the L.A. County Department of Children and Family
Services. She not only serves on the L.A. CADA Advisory Board, but also assists our agency in navigating the DCFS system for program
participants who have lost child custody and are doing the hard recovery work needed for their families to become reunited.
In 2018, Doug Haubert invited L.A. CADA to partner with the Long Beach City Prosecutor’s Office to establish the Long Beach Priority
Access Diversion Program, connecting offenders suffering from mental illness and substance abuse with residential treatment as an
alternative to incarceration. As Long Beach City Prosecutor, Mr. Haubert has been instrumental in Protecting the Community by ensuring
that participants access the help they need to prevent recidivism, thus ensuring social justice for disadvantaged criminal offenders.
After a lifetime dedicated to saving lives, retired Santa Fe Springs Fire Chief Neal Welland continues to do that work as a donor and
friend to L.A. CADA. It began when he volunteered weekly at our Family Foundations Program, a residential program for women transitioning
from prison, and their infant and young children. This allowed the children an opportunity to be exposed to a positive male role model through
play time. Neal impacted the lives of these young children and their mothers by giving them the gift of his time and energy.
For their dedication to L.A. CADA and those we serve, we thank our honorees.

P90 “Refer a Friend” Program
MJ Brown (Pronouns: they/them/theirs) Peer Mentor/Outreach Coordinator
Project 90, known as P90, is a service project of L.A. CADA that does outreach to gay men and
trans people, focusing specifically on those of color. This six-month rotating program provides
the following services:
• Hiv/sti testing

• Post-test counseling

• substance abuse treatment

• Linkage to Housing

• Job search resources

• Housing referrals

• food resources

• Mindfulness/Wellness Workshops

The goal is to reduce the risk of HIV and Sexually Transmitted Infections (STIs), reduce substance misuse, introduce, and maintain
mental and physical wellness and well-being.
At Project 90, we have developed the“refer a friend” program as a way for clients to be involved while in the program, as well as after
they have completed it. We are sure to thank all referrals, as well as provide an incentive to those who refer potential clients to our program.
The potential client must go through the screening process and enroll successfully.
Spreading the word has become vital to Project 90. We have had clients call in and inquire on other services such as Substance Use
Disorders (SUDs), mental health, and other services, thus allowing individuals to utilize the many resources and services L.A. CADA offers.
Meeting clients where they are in life is something we take very seriously. We encourage them to be a part of the process the entire
way in order to stay actively involved in their programs. Being a part of Project 90 allows them to have a support group. We’re a community!
To see if one qualifies for the Project 90 program, please call L.A. CADA’s Downtown L.A. office at (213) 626-6411.
Facebook link: https://www.facebook.com/LACADAProject90/

L.A. CADA link: http://www.lacada.com/

Instagram: @P90Program
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TANU’S JOURNEY Recovery Series
Tanuoma’aleu Nelson Ah
Last newsletter, we introduced Tanu and how he became involved in substance use and a snapshot of his recent
recovery journey over the past year. We wanted to capture what recovery can be like following formalized treatment,
and from Tanus’ perspective what is working and discuss ongoing challenges.
HOUSING

However, I remembered when a

After multiple attempts at applying for housing, I moved into a

year ago I was honored by the

transitional living location in Long Beach. However, it did not work out.

Formerly incarcerated Convicted

My journey has taught me to be aware when people, places, things and

Peoples Movement National

situations trigger me. When I am triggered and my disease is trying to hi-

Committee (FICPFM) and how in-

jack my brain, I start using my tools learned in treatment such as finding

volved I became. I recalled how

the courage to call and talk to someone. I also feel stronger and stronger

injustices were my way of saying I

as my body recovers from the drugs I was putting into it. I now have the

belong in and to this community.

courage to stand up for myself and no longer be a “welcome mat.”

In New York, I shared my story and

I prayed and asked my higher power, Jehovah God, to please help

realized I was still ashamed of my

me with new living arrangements. First, I needed to be patient and trust

past. I began to doubt myself and

the powers that be to work on my behalf. With a painted past and col-

became overwhelmed. I’d never shared these feelings with my commu-

lateral consequences, my ability to attain an apartment on my own was

nity and instead presented myself as whole, happy, and ready to fight

unsuccessful. I have learned that faith without works is dead; I needed

and build our movement. Now, over a year later, I recognized that

to actively participate with my search. My Housing Specialist Team

throwing myself into advocacy work would have been detrimental to

from L.A. CADA and Asian Pacific islander Mental Health were great

my sobriety, and realized that overworking, and going above and be-

collaboratives and expedited my application with Brilliant Corners for

yond meant losing sight of self-care. I listened to my support network

housing. With faith, courage, and trust, my hope of having my own apart-

and their suggestions about maintaining a balanced life and to hold

ment came true. Thanks to community and agencies that believe in sec-

off engaging with advocacy until I am stronger.

ond chances, I will be moving into my own apartment later this month.
RELATIONSHIPS

So, instead of pursuing advocacy, I was honored with a part-time
position as a Navigator back with L.A. CADA. I also started working as a

Intimate relationships: two words I have not connected as healthy,

dishwasher/prep-cook at La Brisket in Los Angeles’ Chinatown. I’ve

yet. I shared a seemingly real fantasy once or twice about what a

gradually increased my responsibilities with the agency, and learned

healthy relationship looked like, but it was just that, a fantasy. I am learn-

to discuss with my work family how to set limits and stick to them.

ing how to value and treat myself with respect and must know and own

I’ve also discovered that I must be purposeful and intentional about set-

my worth. I am experiencing moments when I feel inadequate and look

ting aside time for self-care. It’s very easy for me to slip back into work-

to old behaviors for “intimacy”. My past as a prostitute and addict still

ing long hours and taking on projects that impact my overall health.

haunts me. It’s hard when I see former partners, and I still feel ashamed

It’s the combination of ongoing support and trusting in myself to make

and at times broken. However, I am working very hard to heal and ac-

changes in my life that has helped me to achieve my one-year, three-

cept that I deserve to have a healthy relationship and how to do so. It

months, 10-day sobriety.

is such hard work, but I am worth it. I have been graced with experi-

SPIRITUALITY/RELIGION

ences, strength, and hope from other community members who’ve had

Now I study the Bible every day, and begin with the daily text and

a spiritual awakening and transformation by building a deep relation-

meditation. These two non-negotiables have given me structure and

ship with God. I understand the challenges that religion can bring upon

discipline to yield to my higher power. It is important to me to have a

one’s authenticity and that is why, each day, I am making the truth my

relationship with my higher power, Jehovah God. Jehovah is so loving

own. For now, I am learning to live and to love me.

and I turn to Him all the time–even when I’m unsettled. I have many

EMPLOYMENT

“dad and son” intimate prayers, coming to trust and rely on Him. The

I recently had an exciting opportunity to be employed by A New

hardest part was admitting I had a spiritual truth in me that needed to

Way of Life, a reputable agency that advocates for the formerly

be encouraged, held, embraced. and loved. I love finding scriptures that

incarcerated. I’d dreamed of working with its founder, Susan Burton.

correlate with my journey.
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cctrP resident completes Program and Graduates from cerritos college.
What’s Next?
Amber A., CCTRP Resident
Higher education has always been a goal of mine. I came from a
even eating dinner there while the professor checked in.
family of highly educated women which motivated me to follow in

There were plenty of nights with institutional lockdowns, recalls,

their steps. As soon as I graduated high school, I began at Pasadena

and fights on the yard. In the middle of our school year, there was

College, which lasted about a semester. My unhealthy relationship

the unexpected death of a classmate. While the realization of dying

got in the way, so I quit. A year later I was at it again and enrolled in

in prison without a life sentence was difficult, it also stirred up aspects

Westwood College to become a parole

of my mother’s death which I hadn’t dealt with.

officer. As soon as I was about to start, I

Three grueling semesters later, I was presented

found out I was pregnant and didn’t enroll

with the opportunity to come to L.A. CADA’s

because I wouldn’t be able to complete the

Custody

physical aspect of it. I had my son, and 10

Reentry Program (CCTRP). I was faced with the

months later enrolled in paralegal school

choice to put my education on hold once again,

and later graduated.

but CCTRP was a dream I had and what I

to

Community

Transitional

The legal system has always fascinated

wanted. It wasn’t the end of my education, but

me, but never did I think I would personally

the chance to go to a college campus once I was

become entangled in it. Due to that same

there. As I went through the application

toxic relationship, I ended up getting

process, my grandmother, a rock in the family,

caught up in his criminal lifestyle. I made

got sick and passed away suddenly. I was grief

the mistake in thinking I could show some-

stricken. She lasted the 10 years of my incarcer-

one a better life and they would follow suit.

ation only to pass away at the end, never seeing

I was sentenced to 15 years for his activi-

me outside of prison walls. I was devastated and

ties…and being naive. It was a hard lesson

went into a slump while waiting for the transfer

to learn, but ultimately I needed to get

approval.

away from him and make a clean break.

Three months later, I arrived here at CCTRP and felt human

Throughout the toughest years of my life, I still tried to pursue

again, released from the constraints and shackles of what tied me

my education. Sad to say, the first four years that I was in prison, I

down in prison. When I arrived, I did what was asked of me, attended

stayed on a college wait list. There were hundreds on that list and

and participated in all the groups, and contributed to the house. I

my time never came to get picked. Instead, bad news came my way:

took the Grief and Loss class, which was much needed to help me

my 42-year old mother was dying. In order to see her again, I tried

deal with everything I had lost.

my hardest to get transferred to a closer institution. When I finally

As soon as the opportunity came, I registered for Cerritos Com-

got transferred a year later and a month too late, my mother was

munity College and enrolled in five classes. It was nerve racking the

gone.

first day with so many questions swirling in my mind: Would I miss

I promised myself that all this time would not be in vain.

the bus? Would people see my ankle monitor? Would I have to tell

Through the grief over my mother, I pushed and bugged every per-

the teacher that I was in a program? But all my concerns dissipated

son I could to take the elusive Chaﬀey College exam to see if I qual-

as the semester went on and everything was great. If I needed help,

ified for their program. I took the test and made it. Out of hundreds

I asked, and if I was having a hard day, I vented. The tools I learned to

of applicants, I and 27 others made a new cohort. We were blessed!

use at CCTRP really helped in my everyday life.

The teachers came from Chaffey’s campus to our “campus” and we

I completed my classes with flying colors and petitioned to

were able to have live instruction. My mind was challenged and I

graduate. I could not believe that after all this time I was finally seeing

loved it. Though going to school inside prison is no easy task, it was

the fruits of my labor. The day came for the graduation ceremony

a privilege and not a job assignment. After eight hours a day, five

and I was blessed to have my family there along with Mona Garcia,

days a week, I dedicated another three-and-one-half hours each

counselor, and Lauren Spicer, educational teacher at CCTRP.

night to school. We practically lived in the one classroom we had,

CONTINUED TO PAGE 6
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California’s Youth Opioid Response
Lisa Berger, Principle, The Lisa Berger Group
L.A. CADA is part of a new effort in California to address opioid use disorders (OUD) among youth. Called the Youth
Opioid Response or YOR, we are among 20 California agencies selected by the state Department of Health Care Services to increase
access to OUD treatment for youth ages 12-24. The new programs will provide an enhanced youth-appropriate continuum of services,
including but not limited to Medications Assisted Treatment (MAT).
If you’ve ever tried to find publicly-funded opioid treatment for youth, you already know how few programs exist, especially in
Southern California. Yet, the opioid epidemic continues to evolve here. It’s closely tied to other California trends: rising rates of social
inequities, homelessness, mental illness, and related despair. This so-called “misery index” coincides with an increase in opioid abuse, addiction,
and overdose deaths, especially among those most marginalized in our society.
Here in California, almost 20 million opioid prescriptions were written in 2018. As these medications are typically stored in family homes, they
are unintentionally accessible to family members, including youth. Research shows that most adults with OUD started using opioids before age
25, and 33% started before age 18. Nearly 22% of California youth have misused opioid pain relievers at least once by the 11th grade. Recently, a
deliberate effort to specifically market opioids to youth in New York was discovered via pills containing Xanax, fentanyl and heroin disguised to
look like Sweet Tarts candy.
Unfortunately, once a young person is addicted to opioids, 75% who need Medications Assisted Treatment don’t receive it. Contributing factors
include misinformation, the stigma of being an opioid user, the lack of addiction training among physicians, and few doctors qualified to prescribe
OUD treatment medications.
Thanks to $11 million in funds for new local and statewide intervention programs, L.A. CADA is on the front lines of fighting the opioid epidemic
in California. Our new YOR program will deliver culturally appropriate assessments normed for youth age groups, with individual and group counseling using age-appropriate strategies and materials. Concurrent case management services designed for youth and their families will also be
provided. To promote our YOR program, L.A. CADA will conduct outreach and engagement activities with tailored communication vehicles and
strategies designed to resonate with youth.

What’s Next?

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

My special guest was my thirteen-year old son–it was important for

I know that life is not done throwing its curve balls or stresses

him to see the positive in this situation. If I was still at the prison, he

at me, but I am prepared. I have God, my support system, and the

would not have been able to attend because minors were not al-

tools to get me through the tough times. Dr. Jose Fierro, President

lowed. It meant everything to have my family there to witness this

of Cerritos College, said something that is etched in my mind:

accomplishment. The ceremony was awesome, walking across the

“Know your weaknesses so you can use them, and then they can’t

stage and hearing the cheers as my name was called.

be used against you.” Now, when I make my goals, I will let nothing

Receiving my diploma is not the end, it is only a stepping stone.

stop me; I will work through it and achieve them. It just proves that

I am currently working on my next goal: a Bachelors Degree, and

if you have goals and dreams, go after them. I am not going to let

even possibly a Masters. I would love to be able to use this experi-

this negative event in my life define me. I am not just the decisions

ence and help youth before they get to the point where they are lost

that I made. I am so much more: a strong, educated, dedicated

to the system.

woman who can do anything I put my mind to.
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The Importance of the Annual Allen House Alumni BBQ
Richard Paige, Program Manager, Allen House Residential Facility
On Saturday, September 28, the L.A. CADA Allen House Alumni Association celebrated its always-looked-forward to annual BBQ.
Alumnus Terry Druehl founded the association 27 years ago with the mission to consistently provide recovery support for alumni and
current residential patients by hosting various annual events. This year was no exception, as over 100 alumni proudly returned to the
Allen House residential facility.
Special guests included L.A. CADA Allen House’s beloved founder and namesake, Dr. Ethan Allen, and Santa Fe Springs Councilmember and active L.A. CADA Board Member Annette Rodriguez. Also in attendance were members of the Foley House Auxiliary who
have been ongoing supporters of our patients.
Alumni with recovery times ranging from five to 30 years shared
their testimonies and provided experience, strength, and hope to the
current patients. Allen House staff could not be more proud of alumni
who continue to prove that recovery is possible for anyone who is
willing to fight the fight and do the work.
L.A. CADA takes pride in its Alumni Association. It is important for
our patients, both past and current, to have an ongoing support
group that can come together, be called on when needed, and find
encouragement as they battle addictions on a day-to-day basis.
(below) Some of the Allen House alumni, along with current patients, their family members
and Allen House staﬀ enjoyed sharing time together and celebrating their successful transition to healthy living.

(above, l-r) Allen House Alumni Association founder, Terry Druehl; Allen House founder,
Dr. Ethan Allen; Allen House Program Manager, Richard Paige; Blake Neidhart; and past
Allen House Program Manager, Gary Iannereli

LOS ANGELES CENTERS FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
serves the multicultural community of Santa Fe Springs, including cities throughout Los Angeles County.
OUR MiSSiON
is saving lives, empowering individuals and families, and strengthening communities through innovative, client-centered,
culturally sensitive substance use and behavioral health services.
OUR ViSiON
is to enhance the educational and economic well-being of the people we serve by means of direct human services, advocacy, and referrals.
OUR VALUES
embrace the empowerment of people through compassion, perseverance and respect. We are able to provide a wide range of services
thanks to a collaborative approach compatible with healthy communities, dedicated partners, and unique foundations.
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Rigo’s Story

“Running in Kinship”
John Gray, Field Based Service Coordinator

Rigo, previous Allen House Resident

Los Angeles Centers for Alcohol and Drug

I came from a good "traditional" Hispanic family. My parents raised three kids and my dad

Abuse joined Homeboy industries during

was an excellent example of a hardworking man. I did all the things you're supposed to do.

the Annual “Running in Kinship” Homeboy

I graduated from high school with my class of 2005 and my parents helped me get through

Industries 5K Run/Walk on September 21.

trade school. I tried to follow my father’s example to be a hardworking man. I even met the

Thousands of runners, walkers, donors,

girl of my dreams. Still, all that was not enough to keep me out of trouble.

volunteers, and friends of Homeboy Indus-

I started using drugs with the friends I drank with. This led to problems with my family

tries enjoyed a morning filled with music and

and my girlfriend at the time. The birth of my first daughter wasn’t enough to get me to

laughter in downtown Los Angeles—all in the

stop doing drugs, and I got in trouble with my job and the law. This led to more drug use

name of supporting the Homeboy Industries

and other activities for over six years. By this point, I knew I needed help, but I couldn’t stop.

mission to provide hope, training, and sup-

Even after help was offered, I would not accept it. The disease of addiction is no joke!

port to formerly gang-involved and previ-

On June 16, 2016, my chaotic lifestyle finally caught up to me: I was arrested and picked

ously incarcerated men and women. L.A.

up a “big case.” When I was taken into custody, my journey to recovery finally began. I was

CADA was pleased to join in.

in MDC for about a month when I was released into a residential treatment center called
The Allen House. Not knowing what to expect, I let go and decided to give it all I had.
I’d hit rock bottom and now given the opportunity to get my life back. I had to reprogram
my mind, my habits, and really work on myself.
I graduated from The Allen House on January 12, 2017, and it remains one of my greatest accomplishments. However, my journey didn’t stop there: I learned many things from

This year’s 5K was their biggest yet, with

some incredible people and was finally on the right track. I decided to stay busy and con-

Homeboy Industries Board Member, Jane

tinue taking care of myself by enrolling in a five-month out-

Fonda, as Official Race Ambassador. Jane and

patient program at L.A. CADA. This allowed me to stay

her longtime friend and actress, Lily Tomlin,

connected to those same people who remain a part of my

led the crowd in a fabulous warmup before

journey today.

running/walking in kinship with Father Greg

I picked up many valuable tools that continue to help

Boyle, the brave men and women of Home-

me in my everyday life. When I enrolled in L.A.

boy Industries, and over 3,300 others in

CADA's Outpatient Program, I was introduced

Downtown Los Angeles.

to the HiSTORiAS program. This was a great
experience and showed me how I can educate others on the risks of HIV and other
STDs. I’m now a Peer Advocate to my

PLEASE

TODAY!

Hispanic community.
I have taken all these experiences
and tools and made them a part of my

Your help can
make a big diﬀerence
in our community.
Please visit www.lacada.com

everyday life. I’m three years clean and
sober. I’m the single father of two beautiful daughters and try to stay active in
their lives. I volunteer at their school
and am also a PTA vice president. Not

Need more information on ways to donate?
Please contact Priscilla Rodriguez at
562-348-0083 ext. 210 or
prodriguez@lacada.com
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only do I have a job, I was promoted
to a supervisory position. I’m very
grateful to say that my life has finally
come together!

“How About Those Dodgers!”

HEALTHY, JOYOuS, AND (HIV-) FREE

Richard Paige, Program Manager,

Fatima Malika Shabazz, Peer Mentor, Project 90/MEPS

Allen House Residential Facility

“Healthy living” is a term that has become synonymous with managing

For 26 years, the Dodgers have celebrated National Recovery

what you eat and drink, the amount of rest you get, and the type and

Month by welcoming substance abuse treatment centers from all

amount of exercise you do. However, healthy living encompasses more

over Los Angeles County to enjoy a night at a Dodger game. This

than just those activities. It also involves getting regularly checked for

year, as well as many years past, the various treatment sites of the

sexually transmitted diseases, including HIV. This is particularly true for

Los Angeles Centers for Alcohol and Drug Abuse, including residen-

individuals who are in high-risk categories, including intravenous drug

tial and outpatient services, got to experience fun in recovery. This

users, sex workers, and members of the LGBTQ community.

year was especially sweet because the Dodgers beat the Colorado
Rockies 16–9. L.A. CADA appreciates this annual event because it
provides proof to the populations we serve that good clean fun is
possible without the use of substances.

It is of absolute importance that all sexually active people be
tested for exposure to the human immunodeficiency virus.
Since the beginning of the HIV/AIDS epidemic, L.A. CADA has focused on educating its clients and the community-at-large about sexual
health. This campaign has taken a new turn in recent months since our
DTLA initiated regularly scheduled testing provided by three local agencies. Bienestar, the Asian Pacific AiDS intervention Team, and Alta
Med bring their mobile testing units to our Skid Row site on every
second Tuesday, every third Tuesday, and the last Wednesday of each
month, respectively. The testing services are confidential, and results
are given on the spot.
As observed by L.A. CADA client George Davis,“Testing saves live.”
Mr. Davis noted that regular testing helps early detection if the individ-

L.A. CADA was well represented to cheer on Dodger Blue
and had a great time doing so!

ual tests positive, and helps prevent the spread of HIV. “I test every fortyfive days as opposed to every six months, just to be safe,” Davis said.

Tanu’s Journey

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4

Through education, L.A. CADA also attempts to remove the stigma

The Apostle Paul has been my inspiration; the dude was ruthless, but

attached to living with HIV. This is important because men and women

somehow deemed worthy. Today, I see many who have storied pasts,

are hesitant to be tested due to stigma associated with how HIV is trans-

burned bridges, lapsed, and are now great servants and leaders. I’ve

mitted. Because of the stigma, some people will not know their status;

found that my past unwillingness came from the free-will that God

and people who are HIV positive and don’t know it are at much greater

granted me. I am humbled each day to learn more about my higher

risk of transmitting the virus.

power. The challenging part is learning Bible truths and living up to
them. When I was using drugs, my inhibitions were very low and I engaged in behaviors I’m not proud of. I’m still figuring out how to forgive
myself and draw closer to God. It’s working. I know my higher power
continues to grace me with undeserved kindness and unfailing love.

one of the lessons that i grew up with
was to always stay true to yourself
and never let what somebody else says
distract you from your goals.
Michelle Obama
Some HIV testing partners at L.A. CADA’s Downtown location.
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Ask Dr. Holmes...
dr. randy Holmes is Board Certified

better chance at getting sober or at least reducing their alcohol

in Addiction Medicine and Family

intake. The medications are not a cure all, but we can improve peo-

Medicine, and on staff at PiH Health.

ple’s chances at staying free of alcohol. These medications need to

He also serves as Chairperson of the

be taken for long periods of time, often months or even years. They

california

society of addiction Medi-

cine (CSAM) Public Policy Committee, and is Co-Chair

do not cure alcoholism and alcoholics can relapse if the medications are stopped.

of the american society of addiction Medicine (ASAM) Public
Policy Committee.

For opiate addiction, we have methadone, buprenorphine,
and naltrexone. Naltrexone and buprenorphine are also available

Dr. Holmes has agreed to receive and answer questions, and

as a monthly injection. Again, these medications are often taken

post them for readers of this newsletter. Questions may be emailed

over months or years because the risk of relapse is high when off

to administration@lacada.com.

the meds. We now have good evidence that these medications re-

Q

Dear Dr. Holmes:

duce relapse, prevent overdoses, and lower the risk of infections

“How has Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT) changed

like HIV and Hepatitis C. Continuing with 12 Step meetings, group

the way Substance Use Disorders (SUDs) are treated?

counseling, and relapse prevention strategies are essential.

Sincerely,

A

For other substances of abuse, such as cannabis, methamphet-

Need to Know

amines, benzos and cocaine, we currently have no medications. We

dear Need to Know:

need to rely on what we know works ,such as therapy, counseling,

There are a variety of medications now available for the

and 12 Step meetings. There is research now being done to search

treatment of SUDs and each has had an impact on the way we

for medications to help in the treatment of these other SUDs.

treat people who suffer with substance abuse. There are now med-

The use of medications (starting with methadone in the late 60s),

ications available to help us treat alcoholism (Alcohol Use Disorder

has helped save lives in the treatment of SUDs. Many people are

or AUD) and opiate addiction (Opiate Use Disorder or OUD). The

alive today because of these medications and there is now good

medications are often used in conjunction with more traditional

evidence that they allow people to remain in treatment longer.

treatments like counseling and group therapy, thus the term Med-

They are not perfect and not for everybody. Many people within

ication Assisted Treatment. The medications are prescribed by doc-

the treatment community have deep reservations about the use

tors or other medical professionals such as PAs or Nurse

of these medications and have said we are “just substituting one

Practitioners and are generally considered safe. We now often start

drug for another.” We need to view them as additional tools to

medications as soon as a client presents for treatment, avoiding

help our clients who suffer from SUDs. Those of us who work in

the older, more traditional detox methods. These medications need

treatment need to encourage people in the larger recovery com-

to be taken on a regular basis, and sometimes blood tests are used

munity to welcome addicts and alcoholics using medications, and

to monitor for side effects.

not shun them as has so often been done in the past. Medications

For alcoholism, we have naltrexone, acamprosate, and disulfi-

are here to stay and we need to offer them to our clients who we

ram. Naltrexone can be given as a monthly shot or daily pill. Studies

think might benefit. When used appropriately, they can save lives

show that people who take medications for alcoholism have a

and move more people into recovery. –Dr. Holmes

Did you know... that Los Angeles Centers for Alcohol and Drug Abuse is listed as a Charitable Organization on Amazon Smile?
This means... when placing an Amazon order through www.smile.amazon.com, L.A. CADA will benefit from a small percentage
of your purchase and it won’t cost you a penny more.

And so... let’s do all we can to put smiles on the faces of those we serve and their families.
THANK YOU IN ADVANCE!
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YOR California Awards $11 Million
to Expand MAT for Youth
The California Youth Opioid Response (YOR California) team is
pleased to announce that a total of $11 million was awarded to organizations across the state of California to provide a wide array
of services for youth (12-24) with, or at risk of, an opioid use disorder (OUD) and prevent opioid overdose death. YOR California’s efforts are supported by the California Department of Health Care
Services (DHCS) Substance Use Disorder Compliance Division

The 46th Annual Al-impics

through the MAT Expansion Project 2.0, which is funded by the

Caryl Lark, Clinical Manager

Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration’s

As we have for more than a decade, Allen House/L.A. CADA

(SAMHSA’s) 2018 State Opioid Response (SOR) grant.

participated in the annual Al-impics held at Los Angeles Harbor

Twenty-two implementation subgrants (total of $10.5 million) were issued to execute projects that remove barriers and fill

College in Wilmington, CA, on September 28. The theme was
“Experience a New Freedom.”

gaps in services delivery, and ultimately increase access to youth-

Al-impics started in 1973 as a small tug-of-war competition

relevant OUD services. Subgrantees’ projects span the continuum

between two agencies in Castaic, CA. It has grown to be “the largest

of prevention, intervention, Medication-Assisted Treatment (MAT)

constituent-driven recovery event in the Los Angeles area.” Over 40

and other treatment and recovery services, and focus on positive

agencies participated with close to 10,000 men, women, and chil-

youth development, age-appropriate and targeted engagement,

dren in attendance this year. The focus is on health and wellness in

implementation of evidence-based practices for youth, and the

recovery, with the premise that healthy competition fosters social,

adoption of appropriate adult interventions to meet youth needs.

psychological, and physical growth. Events include volleyball, track

In addition to the implementation subgrants, the YOR Cali-

and field, weightlifting, basketball, ping-pong, and even a

fornia team also awarded 10 organizations with community plan-

dance competition. There are many activities for children of all ages,

ning subgrants (total of $550 K). Funding for these subgrants

good food, entertainment, and the camaraderie that exists when

support planning activities, such as convening a community plan-

positive, supportive people work toward the same goal.

ning group, conducting an assessment, establishing partnerships,

For the second year in a row, the Allen House Men’s Volleyball

and creating a community action plan to reduce youth OUD and

Team took the Gold. As Rudy Reyes stated, “My serve was unbeat-

opioid related deaths.

able. It was so fun to have fun sober!” Adding to the natural

IMPLEMENTATION SuBgRANTEES
California School-Based Health Alliance

Mind OC

California University of Science and Medicine

Partnership Healthplan

Center Point Drug Abuse Alternative Center

Phoenix House of Los Angeles, Inc.

Children’s Hospital Los Angeles

Santa Barbara Neighborhood Clinics

Communicare

Santa Clara County

Contra Costa Health Services

Shasta County Health
and Human Services Agency

Door to Hope

Tarzana Treatment Centers, Inc.

Granite Wellness Centers

The Teen Project, Inc.

Imperial County Behavioral Health Services

UCSF Division of Adolescent
and Young Adult Medicine

La Maestra Family Clinic, Inc.

Volunteers of America of Los Angeles

Los Angeles Centers for Alcohol
and Drug Abuse

Yurok Tribe

high experienced by all, Allen House was awarded First Place for
Best Uniforms. Although Richard Paige, Program Manager of the
Allen House Residential Facility, was envious of the House of
Uhuru’s flashier, more stylish uniforms, ours were the only ones with
the word “recovery” on them!
Few would oppose Allen House’s award for Best Banner. It was
truly a work of art and inspiration. We may have had an unfair advantage since the effort was led by one of our recent staff acquisitions, Dominique Hernandez, who is working on her Doctorate in
Art Therapy. Her vision was implemented by Mansoor Syed, whose
talents as a graffiti artist in another life-style were put to a higher
purpose.
We are grateful to the founders of Al-impics, the sponsors, L.A.
CADA for supporting our attendance, and the many participants for
making this annual event something we eagerly await. 2020 here
we come!
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RALLY FOR RECOVERY
Giovanna Picarella, HISTORIAS, Youth Prevention Program Educator
September was Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration (SAMHSA) National Recovery Month, when
people around the nation celebrated the road to recovery by
“educating Americans that substance use treatment and mental
health services can enable those with mental and substance use
disorders to live healthy and rewarding lives.” (SAMHSA, 2019).
Every year, agencies like L.A. CADA publicly observe and promote
efforts to reduce the stigma attached to mental and substance
use disorders by reminding the public that treatment is effective
for helping people recover. Breaking this stigma and misconception assists individuals to seek help and recover.
Our agency celebrated by hosting impactful events that

Youth Department goes to Knott’s Berry Farm

included the Allen House Alumni BBQ, L.A. CADA Youth Knott’s

Darren Lewis, Program Health Educator, Social Media Marketing
(Jovenes Prevention)

Berry Farm field trip, Al-impics participation, and kicking oﬀ the

As part of its Recovery Month activities, the L.A. CADA Youth

month with our exciting, annual Rally for Recovery event which

Department had the privilege of taking youth participants and

took place on Friday, September 19, at our Santa Fe Springs Out-

peer advocates to Knott’s Berry Farm in Buena Park. Our goal is to

patient Adult and Youth facility. Over 300 were in attendance,

provide youth participants with healthy lifestyle alternatives that

including L.A. CADA program participants and staff, community

do not include the use of drugs and alcohol, and those who

partners, Norwalk Mayor Margarita Rios, and Santa Fe Springs

attended experienced indelible impressions illustrating this goal.

Councilmember Annette Rodriguez. Attendees were able to

After an exciting day, peer advocates expressed their gratitude

socialize, enjoy uplifting music, dance, listen to real life testi-

for the fun, educational experience.

monies from L.A. CADA alumni, and most importantly, come
together to celebrate the “Journey to Recovery.”

“Today was one of the best outings I’ve had this year. I really
enjoy the youth prevention programming and how the team of

This event would not have been possible without collabo-

L.A. CADA Jovenes gives everyone visibility. What I love most is

ration and unity. A special thank you to hardworking Rally for

how welcoming everyone is,” shared Peer Advocate Chris Roman.

Recovery committee chair Monica Soto, Drug Free Community
Coordinator, Rally for Recovery committee members, Allen House
Residential Treatment Center participants, and Custody to Community Transitional Reentry Program (CCTRP) participants for
their assistance. Lastly, big thanks to The Teased Band, featuring
L.A. CADA staff Edgar Salas, Registered Substance Abuse Counselor, for playing uplifting jams throughout the event and bringing many individuals to the dance floor. L.A. CADA looks forward
to celebrating this event in September 2020.

“Jovenes” Peer Advocates celebrate at Knott’s Berry Farm.
(l-r) AJ, Viviana, Chris, Celeste, Jessica, Yulianna, and Sharon.
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Whittier Pride Festival
Lawrence Fernandez, HISTORIAS, Youth Prevention Program Manager
The City of Whittier makes history and L.A. CADA is proud to have been a community partner.
The first Whittier Pride Festival, held on September 28, was a free and family-friendly, ALL inclusive event, open to the public.
Whittier YouthBuild and the 2019 Pride Committee, consisting of business owners, interested individuals, and Lawrence Fernandez,
HISTORIAS, Youth Prevention Program Manager representing L.A. CADA, held the festival at Central Park in the Historic Uptown area of
Whittier. The event attracted over 5000 attendees.
The day was a celebration of fun, love, and inclusion. Vendors included a wide array of food trucks, local churches, support services,
social service organizations, and stages with live entertainment. There were people walking hand in hand dressed in colorful displays
of unity, and many supporting friends and family. Everyone looked happy and enjoyed the displays and energy.
The L. A. CADA booth was staffed by employees, volunteers and friends, as well as loved ones who came to show support for the
festival. Information on all of L A CADA services and programs, along with festive giveaways, kept the booth busy throughout the event.
L.A. CADA is proud to collaborate with the City of Whittier. This collaboration has given our outreach and prevention programs
an opportunity to build stronger and safer communities for our LGBTQ individuals, their families and friends.
From AJ, a youth volunteer:
“Whittier Pride was one of the most whole-hearted and positive events I’ve ever been fortunate enough to attend. From the moment I walked in, I was enveloped by a sense of community, family, and support. Complete strangers felt more like family to me than people I
share blood with. This was the first time I’d met other non-binary people, and this aﬃrmation of my identity meant more to me than could ever be expressed. For once, my existence
as a queer teenager was neither demonized nor commodified, but simply accepted and
embraced. Despite the crowds and music, not once was I overwhelmed or panicky. The open
friendliness of the people and space made the entire event feel natural and celebratory,
where it could have been forced and suﬀocating. Pride left me with a handful of new pins,
a feeling of family, and high hopes for next year.”
Lawrence Fernandez and Pride attendees.

“Lizard Brain”
Becky I. Rau, LCSW, Director of Client Care
Have you ever had a co-worker start talking to you and you’re not sure what they’re saying?
Have you ever had a client come into your oﬃce and they can’t stop talking?
What about a client or coworker who is physically present in a meeting or session,
but not emotionally present?
Have you ever felt hangry?
Well, more than likely most of us can answer yes to at least one of these questions–no names, please. But, did you know there’s a way to
prevent or to apply “first aid” to this type of condition? According to Dr. Kristen Allott, ND, LAc (naturopathic physician and acupuncturist),
she lovingly refers to this condition as “lizard brain.” The condition occurs when our body’s glucose and adrenaline is in crisis and triggers the
flight or fight mechanism in our brain. This condition is triggered by not eating, not eating the right foods, or not eating the right foods at the
right time. Whew!
So, what can you do if you encounter a lizard brain? Dr. Allott recommends the following lizard brain treat, however, feel free to
make substitutions based on allergies or other conditions:
• 1/4 cup of fruit juice or a “tot box” of juice

• 1/4 cup of nuts (almonds, cashews, or hazelnuts)

She also offers some helpful tools and tips about how protein can improve decision-making, increase resilience, and heal trauma. For more
information and helpful tools, check out www.ProteinForAll.org.
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Your Fall 2019 edition of

BEGINNING RECOVERY means beginning a new way of life—ONE STEP AT A TIME.
L.A. CADA participants often enter treatment with few possessions. Your
donation of a NEW PAIR OF SHOES will carry people who are new to recovery into their clean and sober futures. Please help be the change we all hope for.

www.lacada.com

“WALKING IN
NEW SHOES
Thanks
to You!”

NEEDS FOR MEN (M), WOMEN (W), YOUTH (Y):
– New Athletic Shoes (M) (W) (Y)
– New Sandals and Flip Flops (M) (W) (Y)
– New Work Boots, non-slip (M) (W)
– New Semi-Dressy Shoes, dark and neutral colors (M) (W)

NEW Socks are also appreciated!

– CONVENIENT DROP OFF LOCATIONS and HOURS –
Monday – Thursday 8:30 am – 7:00 pm • Friday – Saturday 8:30 am – 2:00 pm
Santa Fe Springs Outpatient & HIV Services Center
11015 Bloomfield Ave, Santa Fe Springs 90670 • 562.906.2676
Downtown Outpatient & HIV Services Center
470 E. 3rd St, Suites A & B, Los Angeles 90013 • 213.626.6411
Allen House Residential Treatment Center
10425 S. Painter Ave, Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670 • 562.906.2685

